GERMAN
CLASS: 8
Lies Siet No:28 Arbeitsbuch:
Lies die TV-TIPPS. Erkennst du die Sendung?
1 Nina findet Musik toll und lernt Klavier splielen.
Ant: Das ist ein
2 Felix mochte alles uber welt wissen. Sein Leieblingsfach is Erdkunde.
Ant: Das ist ein
3 Lea mochte ein Lustige sending schen.sie liest gern comics
Ant: Das ist
4 Boris sieht gern etwas spannendes im Fernsehen.
Ant: Das ist
5 Thomas mochte Krimi film sehen.
Ant: Dast eit ein

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA IIT CAMPUS CHENNAI- 36
CLASS : VIII

SUBJECT: ENGLISH
LESSON : WHEN I SET OUT FOR LYONNESSE

Q.1. READ THE EXTRACTS AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
1. In the first stanza find words that show that
(a) that is very cold.
(b). that it was late evening.
©. That the traveler was alone.

2.Something happened at Lyonnesse. It was
(a). Improbable
(b). Impossible
©. Unforeseeable

Answers
1.(a). The word “rime” shows that it was very cold.
(b).The word “starlight” shows that it was late evening.
©. The word “lonesomeness” shows that the traveler was alone.

2. (a).The Unforeseeable.
The relevant lines are
No prophet durst declare
Nor did the wisest wizard guess
What would be chance at Lyonnesse.
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RAINY HOLIDAY HOME WORK NOV-2017
CLASS-VIII

MATHS

DATE: 13. 11.2017

CHAPTER-VISUALISING SOLID SHAPES
1. Draw a map of your classroom using proper scale and symbols for different objects.
2. Draw a map of your school compound using proper scale and symbols for various features like
play ground ,main building, garden etc.
3. Draw a map giving instruction to your friend so that she reaches your house without any
difficulty.

Class-viii
Sub – Science
13.11.17 RAINY HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Q1.Why friction is called as necessary evil?
Q2.how do we decrease the friction?
Q3.Explain why objects moving in fluids must have special shapes?
Q4.friction produce heat.how?
Q.5.Explain why,sportsmen uses shoes with spikes.

